
INTRODUCTION

DOGAI is creating an entire AI defi ecosystem with the most advanced AI
tools on the market. It’s a new cryptocurrency birthed by fans & members
of the Shiba Inu community. DogAI is named before ELON MUSK tweets
about DOGE + AI. 

DOGAI is working on several utilities : 

*Chat & Image AI generator 
* NFT collection AI Generator
*Full DEFI Dapp including Staking, buy crypto with cards and many more
and our core product innovation is our DOGAI MarketCap.

DOGAi is focused on building real utilities around the strongest
community ever seen.

We back it up with action. We take our community efforts very seriously.
To rewards the early adopters, DOGAI is doing an AIRDROP of 1% of the
total supply, which will be offered to holders holding a minimal of 6
Billions $DOGAI.



SOLUTIONS & GOALS

DOGAI is a revolutionary meme coin developing major utilities, by
creating an attractive ecosystem including the most trendy features of
the market.

We have differents goals:

1 - DogAI Chat & Image Generator

DOGAI is developing an unbiased AI which will be available to the
public for free. Not only Chats, you’ll also have the opportunity to
create awesome images generated by our artificial intelligence.

We believe that our AI will be a valuable resource for anyone looking to
take advantage of the latest advances in artificial intelligence
technology. And best of all, our AI will be available to the public
completely free of charge. So whether you're a student, a business
owner, or just someone who's curious about the latest AI
developments, we hope you'll check out our AI and see what it can do
for you.



SOLUTIONS & GOALS

2 - DogAI NFT collection generator

DOGAI is developing a premium feature never seen yet, its own NFT
collection generator. Our AI can generate differents type of image,
based on your requirement. You can choose the number of the image
of your NFT collection, for now the maximum is set to 1500. 

This feature is exclusively available to DOGAI holders, as a premium
service. 

3 - DogAI DAPP & Staking

DOGAI DAPPS is going to include several utilities to serve our
community and create the gap to mainstream adoption. 

-Staking : Stake your $DOGAI token to earn up to 15% APY

-Buy Crypto with Fiat: You’ll be able to buy $DOGAI or other
cryptocurrencies in just some clicks directly on your wallet, with your
credit cards.

- AI Auditor: Our Own AI can analyse any smart contract and give you an
unbiased analysis on the security of the smart contract. An important
tool to make sure you are buying a safe and secure token.



-DogAI SWAP & CHARTS : Buy and Sell any crypto directly on the DOGAI
DAPP, check the charts and trading history.

- Live new PAIRS : Our AI will gather all new pairs on our page so
everyone can see the last tokens on the market. 

- Portfolio tracker: Manage, analysis your portofolio with the most
advanced decentralised portfolio tracker.

- Watchlists : Add your favorites tokens to your lists and keep up to date
with the news and price actions of your favorites tokens.

- Token FOMO: Have a look on every Token deployed in the last 24
hours.

4 - DogAI MarketCap

DogAi MarketCap is an innovative platform created to allow users to
benefit from the power of AI. Through he use of AI, DOGAI will offer
innovative financial services such as market prediction, portofolio
management, and trend analysis. 

The platform will include several innovative and premium features
wich will be available exclusively for the $DOGAI holders.

SOLUTIONS & GOALS



ROADMAP

Website and community
Project development
Website creation
Community building
Partnerships

Project creation

Launch on Pancakeswap
Smart contract audit 
Whitepaper release
Listing CMC & CG 
1,000 holders

Stage 1

DogAI Dapps & AI tools
DogAI Staking 
Viral marketing campaign 
Community contests & giveaways
Cex listings
10,000 holders 

Stage 2

CEX listings Tier 1
DOGAI NFT Collection
First buyback & burn round
50,000 holders 
 

Stage 3

DogAI Marketcap
DogAI Shop
Launchpad/Incubator
100,000 holders

Stage 4

Global marketing campaigns
DogAI Explorer 
3 top 10 CEXs 
Brand awareness
DogAI game and more..
500,000 holders

Stage 5



TOKENOMICS

Name: Dogai 
Ticker: $DOGAI
Token Type: BEP20
Max Supply: 10,000,000,000,000
Initial MarketCap: 3000 $

Marketing & Development: 4%
Liquidity: 1%
Reflection: 1% ( in USDT)

Token Details:

Transaction tax: 6%



TOKENOMICS

15% Staking

15% Developement

10% Cex listing

10% Partnership

Vesting : 

20% unlocked at TGE -  20 % unlocked each 6 months

20% unlocked at TGE -  20 % unlocked each 6 months

20% unlocked at TGE -  20 % unlocked each 6 months

20% unlocked at TGE -  20 % unlocked each 6 months



SECURITY

Audited by  SpyWolf Network :

We are pleased to build the next generation of successful meme coin by
providing the ecosystem required to grow our brand across the globe. 

Thanks for reading, looking forward having you in this journey.

Liquidity locked 100 years 

Partnerships 
Cex listing
Developement 
Staking

Ecosystem locks:

https://github.com/SpyWolfNetwork/Smart_Contract_Audits/blob/main/February_2023/DogeAI_0x94DB03752342Bc9b5bBF89E3BF0132494f0cb2B3.pdf
https://github.com/SpyWolfNetwork/Smart_Contract_Audits/blob/main/February_2023/DogeAI_0x94DB03752342Bc9b5bBF89E3BF0132494f0cb2B3.pdf
https://github.com/SpyWolfNetwork/Smart_Contract_Audits/blob/main/February_2023/DogeAI_0x94DB03752342Bc9b5bBF89E3BF0132494f0cb2B3.pdf
https://github.com/SpyWolfNetwork/Smart_Contract_Audits/blob/main/February_2023/DogeAI_0x94DB03752342Bc9b5bBF89E3BF0132494f0cb2B3.pdf
https://www.pinksale.finance/pinklock/record/1074731?chain=BSC
https://www.pinksale.finance/pinklock/record/1074731?chain=BSC
https://www.pinksale.finance/pinklock/record/1076074?chain=BSC
https://www.pinksale.finance/pinklock/record/1076074?chain=BSC
https://www.pinksale.finance/pinklock/record/1076073?chain=BSC
https://www.pinksale.finance/pinklock/record/1076072?chain=BSC
https://www.pinksale.finance/pinklock/record/1076072?chain=BSC
https://www.pinksale.finance/pinklock/record/1076071?chain=BSC

